What is the concept behind the development
of the new CSG?
We've always wanted to provide artists with instruments
with total freedom of expression—just like paint brushes
that respond to the painters' subtle touches and strokes,
palettes filled with a wide range of colors, and a large
selection of canvases of various sizes. In order to achieve
this, you need the widest dynamic range; from whispering
ppp to roaring fff. In other words, capacity is required to
accept air velocity either as soft as a sigh, or strong
enough to blow out a candle a meter away. The stronger the breath, the richer the harmonics would
become, thus offering a diversity of tone colors and clearer projection. This allows the instrument to
convey more detailed musical expression farther away from the stage. No matter how hard you play,
if it does not reach the audience, nobody will be moved.

How does the New CSG compare to previous models?
While all CSG generations focused on maximum expression, we didn't quite have the know-how to
deal with higher air velocity. Older models had a nice soft, mild tone, but when it came to extreme
expression, there was a wall we needed to overcome.
Now, our extensive research revealed three key methods to successfully increase the instrument's
dynamic range. These are secrets, though. We also incorporated the following three specs to address
the clarinet's weak points, namely, pad materials (*1), the pierced tube construction for the C#/G#
tonehole (*2), and improved low E, F intonation (*3).

Which artist did you collaborate with when
developing the new CSG?
We have many advisory artists around the globe. In 1998,
we created the first CSG prototype based on the CS (*4)
that we designed nearly 30 years ago and started
evaluations with artists mainly in Japan.
Later on, I was transferred to North America. During the
two years' stay since 2001, I started making improvements
based on feedback from local artists. We used our warehouse about the size of a 1,000-seat
auditorium to compare the dynamic range of several prototypes and gradually finalized specifications
while also putting them to tests in concerts. In 2003 we introduced the first generation CSG (*5).
Next, I moved to Europe where we conducted artist evaluations in a number of countries such as
France, Switzerland, Italy, UK, Belgium, and Spain. Each
country has their own tastes, but all of those that I talked
to unanimously agreed that a wider dynamic range, or in
other words greater freedom of expression, was important.
I knew I was on the right track.

Were there any hard times during
development?
Though it seemed perfect when playing the instrument
alone in a small room, it didn't necessarily translate into

success in a large orchestra; there were disappointments not having any clue of what the problem
was. We might have given up if we didn't have the
generous cooperation and encouragement from artists
around the world who were just as eager to find the
solution. Now here we are, with the final product.
Just as we approached the final stages of development in
2008, I was really lucky that the ICE Inter-City Express
opened between Paris and Frankfurt. I was able to catch
the first morning train in Frankfurt and test the instrument
in a concert hall in Paris, then return to my workshop the
next day to make the necessary modifications. I made the
trip many times. If it were not for the Deutsche Bahn and Mr. Jérôme Voisin of the Orchestre
Philharmonique de Radio France, who contributed greatly in our final tests, this instrument would
never have made it to production.

Anything else you would like to mention?
We never stop working on enhancing freedom of expression, but we have poured all of our
knowledge into our latest YCL-CSGIII. We hope this instrument will help artists make deep
expressions, share the musical experience with the audience and circulate the emotion back to the
performer . This exactly represents our Yamaha slogan, "Creating Kando Together" which is at the
heart of anybody who is involved.

*1

New selection of water-resistant materials for some pads.

*2

Since the C#/G# tonehole is not ideally positioned acoustically, the sound and
resistance is not in line with the rest of the scale. To resolve this, a long, wider tube is
inserted through the body to form the tonehole chimney.

*3

The Low E and Low F need to be intentionally tuned lower to keep the Long-B and
Long-C in tune. The German key system is one solution, but there are drawbacks
such as increase in weight, unwanted resistance due to the large extra tonehole in the
bell, and less high overtones. Now we will be offering our own light-weight optional
system with simpler mechanism and smaller tonehole.

*4

The CS is named after Canens, a Roman Goddess of Song.

*5

The "G" stands for German. We gave the name "CSG" to represent the German taste
such as short barrel, ring-less bell, and its mild, soft tone color.

